"Take off your glasses, Bryan, I'm going to hit you."
—Crime & Incident, page 38
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Hell at the Hot Springs

If you want to sue Cal Rossi, you'll have to wait in line

F

Friday, June 11, 1999, was the quietest day in the history of the Hot Springs. Almost 90 percent of the employees had already left the resort and the management was disappointed. But there was still a lot of work to be done. The management was determined to stay open despite the bad publicity.

One of the employees, a young woman named Mary, was walking through the resort when she noticed a group of teenagers gathering near the pool. She approached them and asked if they needed help with anything.

"No, we just wanted to talk," one of the teenagers replied.

Mary was concerned about the situation and offered to help them. She explained that the management was trying to improve the resort and that they needed everyone's support.

The teenagers listened to her and then left. Mary felt good about the experience. She realized that the Hot Springs was more than just a place for people to relax. It was a community where everyone was welcome.

To improve the resort, the management had planned to hire more staff and upgrade the facilities. They knew that it would take time, but they were committed to making the Hot Springs a better place for everyone.

"We're going to make this place great again," Mary said to herself as she walked back to her work area.

The following week, the management hired more staff and added new amenities to the resort. The Hot Springs began to change and people started coming back. Mary was happy to see the positive changes.

"I feel good about my job," Mary said to herself as she put on her uniform and walked into the resort. She knew that the Hot Springs was on the right track to become a better place for everyone.
Fingers Broke
by MATT MONTGOMERY
But 'Fingers' is the brake.

The case of 'Young Mean' Roderick, who was busted for stealing a four-wheelers and a .22-caliber rifle, is another one of the countless cases that could be traced to the finger of fate. In 1979, Roderick was sentenced to two years in prison for a crime he didn't commit. Now, at the age of 40, he is living in a trailer park with his wife and two children. The police say he is not a threat to society.

After departing the hotel of baseball, Fingers, sponsored by the Whites, went on a hospitalization spree. His name is on the list of players, but his status is unknown. The team's official website says he is listed as "on medical leave." His condition is unknown. The team has not released any information about his injury.

The team says Fingers is "on medical leave," but a source close to the team says he has been discharged and will return to the team soon. The source says Fingers is "on medical leave" because he has been hospitalized.
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STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP
by Matthew Alice

Dear Matthew Alice,

I am puzzled over the course of traffic-light malfunction at the intersection of Sixth and
main. I don't know if I should blame the
safety inspectors, the city, or what. It
seems to me that the traffic light at
Sixth and main is malfunctioning.

Sincerely,

Robert Bass

Dear Robert Bass,

I'm sorry to hear that the traffic light at Sixth and main is malfunctioning. It's
important to ensure that traffic lights work properly to maintain safety for all
drivers and pedestrians. I recommend contacting the city's transportation
department to report the issue and schedule an inspection. In the meantime,
please be extra cautious when driving in the area.

Sincerely,

Matthew Alice

---

If your household income is at least $25,000 a
year... you could own this BMW 325i today!

It can now cost more to drive an imitation BMW than a BMW.

For years, auto makers have been unleashing hordes of sporty-looking cars
that claim to perform "like a BMW." What's a bit puzzling about the current
crop is that many of these imitations now cost as much if not more than the
original. Fortunately, there's an easy way to distinguish between the two.
It's called driving.

Come into BMW of San Diego and test drive the 325i today.
See how affordable owning a BMW can be.
**MAY DAY — MAY DAY**

WE NEED HELP!!! We have a huge order of 1989 Univega, Sterling & Peugeot bicycles coming next week and we don't have enough room to receive them. We've cut prices to the bone on remaining '88 models and we have special prices on in-stock '89 models to move big numbers FAST! Examples...

**'88 UNIVEGA ALPINA SPORT**
Trubettled cro-mo. XCDDrum. Reg. $3999
NOW $4299

**'88 ALPINA PRO**
Trubettled cro-mo. All Decoe. Reg. $5999
JUST $4999

**'88 INTEGRA MT. HELIX**
Cro-mo frame, SIS, SS spokes, etc. Reg. $3795
ONLY $2995

**'89 UNIVEGA VIVATECH**
Cro-mo/aluminum frame, 105 components. Reg. $5795
NOW $3999

**'88 PEUGEOT NICE**
Reynolds 501 frame, egrage sport. Reg. $4995
$3699

**BERTONI NUOVO ITALIA**
Columbus cro-mo. Italian components with 600 SIS gears. Reg. $5999
JUST $4499

WE HAVE PUMPS, RACKS, BAGS, CLOTHING CALORE AND MORE SLASHED, TOO!!!
SO — PUT A PACKAGE TOGETHER FOR YOUR BEST DEAL!!
The Biggest Kick

Kenpo Kid takes on the champ

The challenge came his way almost annually, and this time was no different. After a year of training and preparing, he was ready to take on the best in the world. His name was Ken, and he was the Kenpo Kid. He faced off against the champion of champions, a man known for his ruthless fighting style. But Ken was not a novice. He had been studying Kenpo for years, and he was determined to prove himself.

Kenpo is a style of martial arts that originated in Japan but was later brought to the United States by Gichin Funakoshi. It is a blend of striking, grappling, and weaponry, and it is known for its intensity and aggression. Ken had been studying it for years, and he was ready to put his skills to the test.

The match was set for a stadium in Japan, and the atmosphere was electric. The crowd was cheering, and the tension was palpable. As the two opponents stepped into the ring, the air was thick with anticipation. Ken knew he had to be at his best, and he was ready.

With a hearty roar, the bell rang, and the fight was on. Ken used his speed and agility to evade his opponent's strikes, landing his own with devastating force. The champion tried to keep up, but Ken was too quick and too strong. He knew the key to victory was to stay focused and never let his guard down.

In the end, it was Ken who emerged victorious. He had proven that he was one of the best in the world, and his name was now known throughout the martial arts community. He had accomplished his goal, and he was ready to take on the next challenge.

The Kenpo Kid had come out on top, and he knew he could do it again. The world was waiting to see what he would do next.
Hot Springs

Hot Springs (continued)

The man is called Rod Rose. His work is to take care of the horses, to keep them healthy and happy. He also takes care of the donkeys, which are very important to the community. They work together to plow the fields and pull the carts. Rod is a good man, always kind and helpful.

We Challenge the Competition...to Match Our Price, Quality & Service.

Diamonds & Gold

DINAR Alterations

MIRAMAR CYCLES

FREE STEAM CLEAN WITH ALL SERVICE WORK!!

LEATHER SALE!

CADET JACKET

RALLY & HWY. 101

CALIFORNIA II

STUDENT AND MILITARY 10% DISCOUNT ON PARTS & ACCESSORIES

COMFORT ON CONTACT!

If millions of people watched the TV every week, wouldn't you want to lose weight fast? I did!

"Diet Center helped me look like a million!"

"I felt better!"

Geffen Center diet

Here's why I went to Diet Center:

Leans fat, not muscle.

Research shows over 75% of the weight lost on the Diet Center program is excess fat, not water or fiber body mass.

Eat real food. No expensive prepackaged meals required.

Get the star treatment. Diet Center gives everyone one-on-one professional counseling.

"I'll feel the difference!"

Call now for your FREE consultation at www.dietcenter.com or for the nearest center by calling 1-800-555-1234.

FREE TRIAL

Frisco, TX 75522

San Diego Eye Care

ASSOCIATED

Dr. Steven S. Smith

Dr. Jeffrey Millard

FFC

454-5494

454-2076
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Hot Springs

(Mississippi River Wax) Spring Water

Contact lenses, custom cut

SUNGLASS SALE! GIFT WITH PURCHASE!

- SUNCLOUD — SAVE 20%
  - Now from $44.00
  - 100% protection from ultraviolet rays
  - Optical quality amber & rose lenses

- SERENGETI — SAVE 30%
  - Now from $88.00
  - 100% ultraviolet protection
  - Photochromatic lenses
  - Made for driving

* Free Sunglass radio with sunglass purchase

(Please consult your optometrist for proper fit and prescription)

**All prices subject to change without notice.**

Contact lens, custom cut

Contact lenses for less

CALL US FOR PRICE QUOTES ON IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENTS

FREE SUNGLASSES WITH EVERY PAIR OF LENSES PURCHASED

Contact lens connection

19044 Green Avenue
Pacific Beach
866-810-7520

4641 College Avenue
Hope Regional Center
270-3420

Dream Kitchens within your budget

See your kitchen in 3-D color. We take the guesswork out of designing. Why pay more than necessary? Get the best deal on the best price. Over 20 styles to choose from. Lowest Prices Guaranteed. Write to confirm that we'll give you a refund for the difference.

Contact lens, custom cut

Get the look you want.

Sunglasses, Custom Cut

Pacific Eyes & T's

The California Attitude

Contact lens, custom cut

Contact lens connection

19044 Green Avenue
Pacific Beach
270-3203

4641 College Avenue
Hope Regional Center
265-2900

MOTHER HOLLANDS

525-2000

1201 Mission Road
(1 block W of Mission St.)
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Sun. by appointment only
The Absolute

It is outrageous that such a magnificent play should end with such an incompetent mishmash.

Perhaps not, perhaps it is, where Pinter's "direction" plan was to make the audience think a little more about the various social and political issues that are raised in the play. Pinter's "direction" is often criticized for being too subtle, too obscure, too "patterning" the audience into thinking about the implications of the various characters' actions. This might be true, but it also seems to suggest that the audience is not capable of making sense out of the various social and political issues that are raised in the play. Perhaps the problem is not with the audience, but with the play itself.

The play is too complex, too "patterning" the audience into thinking about the implications of the various characters' actions. Perhaps the problem is not with the audience, but with the play itself.

It is difficult to say whether the audience is capable of making sense out of the various social and political issues that are raised in the play. Perhaps the problem is not with the audience, but with the play itself.
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Trouble in Abundance

BY JEFF SMITH

Aunt Hazel was a very kind and thoughtful woman, always willing to help others in need. One day, she received a letter from a relative who was facing a difficult time. Aunt Hazel was moved to tears by the letter and decided to help the relative in any way she could. She gathered a group of friends and family to contribute whatever they could to alleviate the relative's situation.

Meanwhile, in a nearby town, a young student named Sarah was struggling to make ends meet. She had recently lost her job and was unable to pay her rent. One day, she received a phone call from Aunt Hazel, who asked if she could help in any way. Sarah was overjoyed and agreed to let Aunt Hazel know if she could offer any assistance.

Aunt Hazel continued to coordinate efforts to assist the relative and Sarah, while Sarah's situation improved, Aunt Hazel realized she had not received any updates from her relative. She became worried and decided to visit the relative to see if everything was okay.

Upon arriving, Aunt Hazel was relieved to see that the relative was doing well. However, she was surprised to learn that the relative had received a large inheritance and was no longer in need of assistance. Aunt Hazel felt embarrassed and relieved at the same time.

Sarah, who had been following the situation, was touched by Aunt Hazel's kindness and generosity. She expressed her gratitude to Aunt Hazel and invited her to a celebration where she could share her good fortune with others.

The celebration was a success, and many people were inspired by the story of Sarah's success and Aunt Hazel's generosity. Aunt Hazel realized that sometimes, even when help is not needed, it can still be given with love and care.
OF BITE AND BUBBLE  

BY ELEANOR WIDNER
The Restaurant: Cali Champagne at the Culinary Institute of America, 1160 Milton Road, Bardwell, Rensselaer County, N.Y. 12188. Phone: 518-271-8222.

An oreo cookie is not to be underestimated. Nor is a glass of champagne. So don't be surprised if, when you visit the new Cali Champagne in the heart of the Culinary Institute, you are greeted by a doughnut and a glass of bubbly. But the Cali Champagne is more than just a doughnut and a drink. It's a place where you can savor the flavors of American cuisine in a setting that's both elegant and relaxing.

The doughnut, a classic American dessert, is served fresh from the oven, just the way you like it. And the champagne, imported from France, is served chilled, just the way you like it. Together, they create a perfect pairing that's sure to delight your senses.

But Cali Champagne is more than just a doughnut and a drink. It's a place where you can savor the flavors of American cuisine in a setting that's both elegant and relaxing. The menu features a variety of dishes, from starters like the classic caesar salad to entrees like the new york strip steak.

And don't forget the dessert. The Cali Champagne offers a wide variety of desserts, from classics like the cheesecake to unique creations like the chocolate mousse. And all of them are served with a side of champagne, just the way you like it.

So why not treat yourself to a visit to Cali Champagne? It's sure to be a memorable experience. And don't forget to bring your own doughnut and champagne. After all, it's all about the flavors of American cuisine.

LOOK BACK AND LISTEN

BY JOHN D. AGOSTINO
The name is familiar to everyone. The face is instantly recognizable. But the impact of a name like John D. Agostino goes far beyond what you might expect. For those who know him, he's not just a name. He's a legend.

John D. Agostino has been in the music business for over 50 years, but his impact on the industry is felt far beyond his lifetime. He's a man who has dedicated his life to the pursuit of excellence, and his legacy continues to inspire others to do the same.

But what makes Agostino so special? It's not just his talent as a performer. It's his ability to connect with people on a personal level, to make them feel like they're part of something bigger.

And that's what makes his music so timeless. It speaks to the human spirit, to the shared experiences that we all have. Whether you're from the city or the countryside, you can find a piece of yourself in his music.

So the next time you hear the name John D. Agostino, remember that he's not just a name. He's a legend. And his music will continue to inspire for generations to come.
The Unwhole Story (Cont.)

A story from the previous installment, the reader should be aware of the setting and context before proceeding. The text begins with the protagonist contemplating their actions and the consequences of their decisions. The narrative unfolds through a series of events, each one contributing to the overall theme of the story. The protagonist faces internal conflicts, external challenges, and must make difficult choices that affect not only their personal life but also those around them. The story explores themes of love, betrayal, and redemption, with each chapter building on the previous one to create a sense of anticipation and suspense.

Pears for Mother's Day

1 lb. fresh watermelon and raspberries in white and assorted colors. Retail $3.00

Now only $1.80

Gemma Trading Corp.

"Your Pearl Expert"

Your Pearl Expert is a trusted source for beautiful jewels and fine jewelry. We have been in business for over 50 years, offering a wide selection of diamonds, pearls, and engagement rings. Our knowledgeable staff is always available to help you find the perfect piece of jewelry for any occasion.

FUTONs

Futons made in the USA.

Extended/daily wear, custom-fitted

oxy-gen permeable contact lenses

- Longer lasting
- Easier to clean
- Provide clearer vision than soft contact lenses
- FDA approved

Contacts:
- Hard daily wear from $10
- One piece from $10
- Extended wear from $30
- Includes exam, contacts care kit & follow-up visits

One hour emergency single vision lab service also available for affordable examinations and eyeglasses.

Single vision eyeglasses from $29

Visit us at 3505 S. 30th St., Omaha, NE 68105. Call for details.

Dr. Marvin Weitzman, O.D. Inc.

"Better quality is affordable"

3505 S. 30th St. | Omaha, NE 68105
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ANDRE WATTS

Friends of Andre Watts, who is the world's foremost Beethoven pianist, are pleased to announce that he will be in concert in San Diego on April 26. For more information, call 239-6793.

Bassoonist JUN PINZON, a native of Taiwan, will perform with the San Diego Symphony on April 26 and 27. For more information, call 239-6164.

QUARTER NOTES
BY JACOB SAUVILE

Reasons to give on Mother's Day

1. It's the one day of the year when you don't have to worry about what to give your mom. There are no rules, no guidelines. People will be happy to receive anything you give them, even if it's not what they really wanted.

2. It's the one day of the year when you can really show your mom how much you care. You can give her anything she wants, even if it's not what you really wanted.

3. It's the one day of the year when you can really show your mom how much you appreciate her. You can give her anything she wants, even if it's not what you really wanted.

4. It's the one day of the year when you can really show your mom how much you love her. You can give her anything she wants, even if it's not what you really wanted.

5. It's the one day of the year when you can really show your mom how much you respect her. You can give her anything she wants, even if it's not what you really wanted.

COMPLETE CARE SOFT CONTACTS

NO MORE CHANGES

INTRODUCING THE FIRST DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENS!

+$150 complete

plus $1 for each pair

plus $150 for each complete pair

DAYS
80
EXTENSION YEAR
$109
$140

DAYS
EXTENSION YEAR
$179
$199
$200

12 YEARS SAME LOCATION

COMPLETE CARE INCLUDES A LOW-WATER GUARANTEE

Professional care costs a lot, hours of your time, but in the end, complete care makes it all worth it.

CALL TOLL FREE

DR. TED MCNEILBORG

Gumshoe Hill Center
266-4110

CALL TODAY

WINTER FRIENDS OF SAN DIEGO UNIVERSITY CERAMICS GROUP

A Good Therapist Is Hard To Find

Affairs for National Health provide the following suggestions for finding a good therapist:

1. Personal referral from a trusted friend or family member.

2. Research the qualifications of the therapist. Make sure they have a valid license or certification.

3. Contact the therapist to schedule an initial consultation.

4. Ask about the therapist's specific areas of expertise and experience.

5. Consider the therapist's experience with your specific issue or problem.

6. Consider the therapist's availability and location.

FRAMING SPECIAL

INTERNATIONAL GIFTS

University Towne Center • Across from the Broadway

452-7735

(Home) 219-6124

(Home) 223-7348

For reservations and information call:

1-800-226-2656

Why carry cash when you can prepay your trip and save money, too?

For reservations and information call:

1-800-262-2656

Heading to Baja?

La Pinta's "Baja Travel Pass" coupon book and save 15% on each of 4 nights, up to $99.50 per person double occupancy. Includes: 4-night accommodations and breakfast daily. Call 291-5095 for more information.

FRAMING SPECIAL

La Pinta's "Baja Travel Pass" coupon book and save 15% on each of 4 nights, up to $99.50 per person double occupancy. Includes: 4-night accommodations and breakfast daily. No minimum spending required. Book a room for 4 nights or more and receive a 15% discount on your total bill. Call 291-5095 for more information.
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La Pinta's "Baja Travel Pass" coupon book and save 15% on each of 4 nights, up to $99.50 per person double occupancy. Includes: 4-night accommodations and breakfast daily. Call 291-5095 for more information.

FRAMING SPECIAL

La Pinta's "Baja Travel Pass" coupon book and save 15% on each of 4 nights, up to $99.50 per person double occupancy. Includes: 4-night accommodations and breakfast daily. No minimum spending required. Book a room for 4 nights or more and receive a 15% discount on your total bill. Call 291-5095 for more information.
Just These Two

Dear Sirs:

It is with great pleasure that I am able to provide you with the following information about the sale of a property located at 123 Main St, Anytown, USA.

The property is a beautiful Victorian style home built in 1900. It features four bedrooms, three bathrooms, and a large backyard with mature trees. The interior includes hardwood floors, a fireplace, and a modern kitchen with stainless steel appliances.

The current owners are looking for a serious buyer and are willing to negotiate the price. They are open to offers above $500,000.

Please contact me at (123) 456-7890 for more information or to arrange a private showing.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

Beyond Bon Jovi

The "O'Neal" saga has taken a new twist with the recent release of the album "The Unplugged Journey." This album includes a number of acoustic versions of the band's most popular songs.

The album was recorded in a small church in the town of Railtown and features the original members of the band along with a few special guests. The acoustic versions of the songs give listeners a new perspective on the music and allow them to appreciate the band's talent even more.

The album has received critical acclaim and is currently topping the charts. It is available for purchase at most major retailers.

Have an Onion

A new restaurant, "The Onion," has opened in the heart of downtown. It offers a unique menu that combines traditional flavors with modern techniques.

The restaurant is located at 456 Main St, Anytown, USA, and is open daily from 11am to 11pm. They offer a variety of dishes, including vegetarian options and gluten-free selections.

Stop by and try their signature dish, "The Great Onion Burger." It's a must-try for anyone visiting the area.

A Real Lulu

Much hoopla has been made over the recent publishing of a new book by 70s rock star Lulu. "The Autobiography of a Rock Star" is a candid look at her life in the行业, from early days as a member of the band "The Kinks" to her solo career.

Lulu has shared stories of fame, personal struggles, and her unique perspective on the music industry. The book is available now at bookstores everywhere.

Thorne and ink

"Thorne and Ink" is a new literary magazine that focuses on emerging writers. Its first issue features contributions from up-and-coming authors from around the country.

The magazine is published quarterly and is available for purchase at local bookstores. It's a great way to discover new voices in literature.

I hope this information is helpful. Let me know if you have any other questions.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
MOTHER’S DAY SPECIALS

Boston Fern
Reg. $15.00
$10.00

Antherium
$9.00

Persian Violets
4” pot $3.00
6” pot $6.00

Cyclamen
4” pot $3.00
6” pot $6.00

Rattan Telephone Table
36” x 24” x 20” h
$15.00

New Store Hours
9am-9pm Mon.-Sat.
9am-7pm Sunday
180 E. Washington
291-0215
Visa, Amex & MasterCard
Prices good through May 30

Princess Chair
Reg. $30.00
Now $20.00

Moses Baby Carrier
31” long x 15” wide
45” tall
Reg. $42.50
Only $25.00

Papasan Chair with Cushion
Reg. $110.00
Now $87.50

Deluxe Hope Chest
Crocheted in a soft beige
Large 36” x 24” x 26”
$50.00

Rattan Toy Chest
25” long x 23” wide
Reg. $35.00
Now $20.00
EVENTS THEATER
MUSIC & FILM

FIRE UP THE FOOGO BEAK

Monsters abound, as always, at the Campus Theatre tonight with the screening of "Evil," starring Vincent Price as the ultimate evil monster. The film is a classic horror movie that has captivated audiences for decades. Don't miss out on this opportunity to experience the thrill of the unknown.

SWEET ONIONS

It's not just about onions in this month's Sweetie Shoppe. We have a wide variety of sweet treats to choose from, including our signature onion soup. Let us help you satisfy your cravings.

THE BATTLE

Tomorrow, at the Theatre of the Americas, the battle of Puebla will be re-enacted. Don't miss this opportunity to witness the history of Mexico and celebrate their independence.

WINGS OF VICTORY

The Bird of Paradise, America's first fighter plane, was introduced in 1917. Join us as we commemorate the anniversary of this historic event.

LET'S EAT, MELANIE

Join us for a delicious meal at Mel's Diner. We offer a variety of dishes, including our famous chicken and waffles. Come and enjoy a taste of Americana.
IMPROVISATION
America's Original Comedy Showcase & Restaurant

SUNDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY 6:30 pm; THURSDAY & FRIDAY 6:30 & 10:30 pm; SATURDAY 8:00 & 10:45 pm
Call for reservations 483-4520

Now appearing May 47

CONGRATULATIONS...

MARK McCOLLUM
He's a 'Star Search' winner & he's appeared on 'The Tonight Show'

RICK CORSO
Winner of the 1989 SAN DIEGO LAFF OFF

BRUCE BAUM
Credits include co-star of 'Full House,' "Sitting Down the Improv," and "Hollywood Squares.

MONDAY NIGHT LIVE

Monday, May 8  SPECIAL SHOWS  Monday, May 15

GERRY SWALLOW
Finalist in the 1989 LAFF OFF

JERRY MINER
plus other comedians

832 GARNET AVENUE • PACIFIC BEACH • 483-4520

THE BATTLE

Comrades from across the globe have gathered in Glendale to compete for the title of "Best in the West." The ultimate prize: a $10,000 grand prize! The tournament begins on May 5, with performances held throughout the week. The winner will be crowned on May 11. Don't miss this exciting event! For more information, call 483-4520.

MYSTIC MOON

Metaphysical Books & Gifts
Grand Opening
2nd location
8818 Troy St, Spring Valley
486-8045
Saturday, May 6
4633 Park Blvd • 943-1070

DON'T FORGET!
OUR DINNER PACKAGES

225, 250, 275, or 300
DINNER FOR 2 OR MORE

FUN BUNS

Strictly Comedians

Limited Engagement

The music of

JAMES HUBBELL
Sculputre • Painting • Stained glass • Etchings
May 4, 5 & 6
11 am - 4 pm
by appointment
Calhoun Design Gallery
2400 Bergan Blvd. 254-2345

Learn the Transcendental Meditation Technique

Free introductory lectures
May 7, 20, 27
11 am & 7:30 pm
1200 W Mission Ave, 1st floor
San Diego

COORS' CINCO DE MAYO FIREWORKS

Friday, May 5, 3-9 pm, in the park
In celebration of Cinco de Mayo, Coors Light will light up the night sky with a spectacular fireworks display! This event is free and open to the public. Don't miss out on the fun! For more information, call 483-4520.
Las Vegas comes to Lakeside!

Now Play Video Bingo and win thousands—plus NIGHTLY TRIPS TO HAWAII AND ACAPULCO—with these coupons at NEW BARONA BINGO

FREE VIDEO BINGO Good thru May 10

The coupon is good for one game of Video Bingo at the Barona Bingo One coupon per player only.

NEW BARONA BINGO Good thru May 10

Please present this coupon at one of the nicer hotels and get a 50% discount. Regular price is $10.00. Non-smoking area available. Valid only for first visit.

Adventure L6's San Diego Store Mother's Day BACKPACKER'S SWAP MEET & SALE

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS...

SATURDAY

MAY 13, 10-6 p.m.

Warm-Up Sale

• Up to 50% off some everyday stuff
• Clothing and hundreds of other items
• Save up to 80% on all Backcountry Gear
• Meet the factory reps of Chacos, Eagles Crest, Hot Springs, The North Face, Patagonia, Vaude, and Yoko
• Take a trip with the guys behind the tables (10th day)

SUNDAY

MAY 14, 8-5 p.m.

The World's Finest Gear At Bargain Prices!

• Up to 40% off some great gear: Adventure 10 packs, Adventure 12 two- and four-person tents
• Up to 40% off some great gear: Chacos, Eagles Crest, Hot Springs, The North Face, Patagonia, Vaude, and Yoko
• Free prizes to be won
• In addition to these great bargains, come swap, lecture on your own equipment with other outdoor folks
• Adventure L6 Factory open house: see how and where it's done!
Buy a Camera and Go to School—Free!
Nelson and Nikon Team Up
For This One-Time Only
Nikon School of Photography
Featuring Mike Corrado
Nikon Technical Representative
May 11, 7–10 p.m.
Nelson Corporate Office
722 3rd St., San Diego
Limited Seating
Tickets Must Be Purchased in Advance at the Retail Store
Admission:
$10 per person/$15 for two.
Student and Senior Discounts

Buy a Nikon 800 Camera Body and Attend the Nikon School Free!

DEPRESSED?
ANGUISH?
ADULT CHILD OF ALCOHOLIC?

Free Phone Consultation
297-7377
Eco Lee, Ph.D.
Certified Hypnotherapist
Hypnosis
Insurance/Charities/Business Fee Scale

MUSIC

de musica
La musica del viaggio
VIVA HISPANICA
JUAN DIEGO FLÓREZ
Puerto Rico
March 25–30

PRIORITY LIMOUSINE
Entertainers
Earn Occasions
COSTUMES, ACTS, CLowns
On-Hour Minimum
Let us create a day of
Wine country tours by limousine
Full of popcorn and shredded palettes
Shuttle and transportation

MOTHER'S DAY CORTICELLI CRUISE
Sunday, May 14, 1989
$65.00

TAMAYO OTSUO PIPER & TUPPER CHARLIE LABORTE
MOTHER'S DAY CRUISE

MONDAYS & TUESDAYS • POTLUCK NIGHTS • NO COVER!
30 local amateur and professional comedians
Showtime: 8:00 pm

THE COMEDY STORE
316 PEARL ST. LADY LAKE (354-5427)

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
BRIAN BRADLEY
FRED ASPARAGUS
STEVE KRAVITZ

2 FOR 1 WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, $6.00 cover • Showtime: 8:00 pm
(Grille, restaurant employees, college students)
FRIDAY $8.00 cover • Showtimes: 8:00 pm & 10:30 pm
SATURDAY $10.00 cover • Showtimes: 8:00 pm & 12 midnight
SUNDAY $8.00 cover • Showtime: 8:00 pm

June 30, 1989

MAY 31, 1989

DEPRESSED?
ANGUISH?
ADULT CHILD OF ALCOHOLIC?

Free Phone Consultation
297-7377
Eco Lee, Ph.D.
Certified Hypnotherapist
Hypnosis
Insurance/Charities/Business Fee Scale
Stephen Escola


Chet Atkins, known as "the king of the Underworld," will headline a concert at the Civic Center in San Francisco on September 14, 1988.

Lou Rawls will perform at the Warfield Theatre in San Francisco on February 21, 1989.

Ricky Skaggs will make his debut at the Cow Palace on March 2, 1989.

The Four Tops will headline a show at the Cow Palace on April 5, 1989.
Good times are back!

The Summer Lip-Sync contest begins May 4, 1989. Ring and dance to your favorite hits, pop and rock tunes at the California Earthquake Cafe every Thursday night and a chance to win $100.

LIP SYNC CONTEST

- No cover charge
- DJ playing current hits
- Lip-syncing to your favorite song
- Prizes awarded at the end of the night
- Cash prize of $100

Beaches
- Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
- 7:30 PM - 11:00 PM

The Radisson Hotel San Diego
1367 Caminito del Rey Blvd, Mission Valley
268-0771

Celebrate Cinco de Mayo
KING BISCUIT BLUES BAND
Friday night, May 5

THE BELAIRS
Saturday night, May 6

Coming May 12:15
BURNIMBOOGIES
$1.75 well drinks - 25 year anniversary hors d'oeuvres

McDougals
1112 7th Ave.
1-260-0700

INTRODUCING

KICKS

Mission Valley's newest exciting new night spot. Dedicated to providing the community with free entertainment. Live entertainment nightly with "Spontaneous Moments" will ensure a great time. Come out and see for yourself!

San Diego Marriott Mission Valley
1001 Harbor Dr., San Diego, CA 92101
858-699-0077

San Diego Marriott Mission Valley
1001 Harbor Dr., San Diego, CA 92101
858-699-0077

Beaches
- Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
- 7:30 PM - 11:00 PM

Thursday, May 4
RAY GOODMAN & BROWN
8:00 PM - 1:00 AM

Joe Louis Walker
Crowning Thursday, May 4

Wednesday, College Night - bring college ID and get a deal at the bar with college specials. From 8:00 PM to 12:00 AM.

B STREET CAFE & BAR
535 Third St., San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-4200

B STREET CAFE & BAR
535 Third St., San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-4200

Street Scene - City's most exciting new night spot. Dedicated to providing the community with free entertainment. Live entertainment nightly with "Spontaneous Moments" will ensure a great time. Come out and see for yourself!

Chachi's Bar, 3050 Victorian Hwy, El Cajon, CA 92019
619-444-0500
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FREE COMPUTER TRIVIA EVERY NIGHT AT HAPPY HOUR!

BILL SHREVE SEXTET Opening May 11-17 at 8 p.m.

Cinco de Mayo Celebration Special Mexican dinner and bar from 12-2 a.m. on May 5.

CONTINENTAL CUISINE

JAZZ NIGHTCLUB

BUD SHANK

NO COVER • FREE VALET PARKING

Efaris's

*All ages always welcome* Tickets available at all locations including the Acme Center Ticket Agency, 226-1191.

Dr. Chico's Island Sounds

Mozart's Den

All Tickets $5

"I can't believe they're taking on this task with our very first show!

TUESDAY, May 11, 8:30 to 10:00 pm

NIGHTBEAT

Joe Henderson

Bud Shank

Mistral

NO COVER • FREE VALET PARKING

Alphonso fourth on tour in the US with Bud Shank and the later Steve Sharp band.

AUGUST 22, 1984
GREAT JAZZ ARTISTS
AT DIEGO’S LOFT:

The Latin, cool & quiet sound of
KEVIN LETTAL/PETER SPRAGUE
QUARTET
Thursday & Saturday, May 4
Open Thursday & Saturday, 9-11 pm
Sunday, May 5, 9-11 pm
$10 cover

STUDIO CLUB
Perfect Stranger
Wednesday-Saturday, 7-11 pm
Wednesday-Saturday, 7-11 pm
605 Gower Shire
Free admission

MAY 11-14: HUGE SALE!
GUITAR TRADER’S BIGGEST SALE EVENT EVER!

THURS FRI SAT SUN
3 FRI 11 11
WARRANT PArty!

Guitar Trader's biggest sale event ever!

FREE

Guitar Trader's biggest sale event ever!
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**SNEAK PREVIEW PARTY**
**MAY 5, 1984**
**CINCO DE MAYO**
**DIEGO'S**

**NITE CLUB IN EL CAJON**

Come help celebrate the opening of our new nite club and our first Cinco de Mayo Party. Hosted by DJ KOCH's Pam Edwards Great prizes & drink specials

$1.00 MARGARITAS  
$1.00 DRAFT BEER

**THE OPENING**

- **Open Bar**
- **Open Dance Floor**
- **Open Cocktail Menu**

**EVENTS**

- **7:30 PM**:
- **8:30 PM**:
- **9:30 PM**:
- **10:30 PM**:
- **11:30 PM**:
- **12:30 AM**:

**FRIENDS**

- **Dance party**
- **Drink specials**
- **Food specials**

**LOCATION**

11829 Rancho Bernardo Rd. #114 San Diego in the Mercado

**RESERVATIONS**

(619) 673-8275

**1340 Broadway. El Cajon • 442-0537**

---

**CARNE ASADA DINNER**

12 noon to 6 pm (85.95 after 6 pm)

$1.00 MARGARITAS + $1.00 TEQUILA SHOOTERS

---

**THE LANDING**

Steak & Seafood Restaurant

2050 Brad Point Loma Blvd. • 325-9136
Celebrate Cinco de Mayo way south in Rio with 99¢ Margaritas and Complimentary Hot Buffet 3 to 7 pm.

Most Valuable Players

Wednesday-Saturday
Deals specials with free food and drinks
Monday-Saturday 6:30-7:30 pm
Cinco de Mayo Dinner Buffet
Starting at $27.95

Mission Valley Inn
425 Hotel Circle South
San Diego
951-3740

Jazz and Big Band

MEXICAN RESTAURANTE AND CANTINA

JOIN US FOR A CINCO DE MAYO CELEBRACIÓN!

Drink Specials:

Drinks

- Corona
- Margaritas
- Cuervo Milés

$1.00 $1.50 $0.75 $1.50

PLUS

The Best Seafood/Tea/Camile Asada/
Camarones in Mission Valley!

And

Our Outside Patio is Open!
4:00 'Til Closing

296-8281

Mission Valley Inn
425 Hotel Circle South
San Diego
951-3740

NEW WORLD AUDIO EXPRESS

SPRING SPECIALS

25% WITH M-208
WITH MARSHALL "2699"

- Crown Amp Specials
- Power Amp "2699"
- Power Amp "2699"

CROWN AMP SPECIALS!
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2 for 1
Your choice of Churrasco or Halibut Dinners
Buy 1 Churrasco Dinner and get the 2nd one FREE with this ad through May 14.
Buy 1 Halibut Dinner and get the 2nd one FREE with this ad through May 14.
(Not valid on Saturday or with any other offer. Closed Monday)

Copacabana Restaurant
200 Pacific Highway
Hermosa Beach and 7th Ave
310-587-3446

RICE KING
NOW OPEN S.D.S.U. AREA

HALF OFF ANY ONE MAIN MENU ITEM
Recommended by Jack White, Channel 10 TV

Rice King
910 8th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
619-235-3193
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

Mother's Day at the Kings Inn is a Regal Deal.

Grand Opening
Mandarin Cove

Fine Chinese restaurant with elegant ambiance
You are invited to the Grand Opening of
Mandarin Cove—
La Jolla's newest and most unique Chinese restaurant specializing in Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisines such as
Sweet & Spicy Shrimp, Crispy Hoi Fun Beef
and Peking Duck prepared to order by our super chef from Hong Kong.

Our chef will satisfy your cravings with 100% fresh ingredients.
We also offer live potted sea urchin and delicious seafood.

Our regular lunch entrees from $4.50 to $11.

FREE DINNER GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Buy one dinner at the regular price and get the second dinner free of equal or lesser value absolutely FREE


Free dinner special subject to availability. Please note that all diners must purchase a la carte entrée.

1200 Prospect Street
San Diego

THE TORREY PINES INN

"A Mother's Day Feast"

All you can eat $11.50
Served 12-1 am – 8:30 p.m.
Senior citizens 15% discount

Bottomless glass of champagne

"A Mother's Day Feast"

11402 Torrey Pines Road
La Jolla
(619) 456-2577

Experience the finest of that cuisine

WE SERVE ONLY SUSHI...

That is why we can offer you the best price!
544-9779
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La Jolla
(619) 456-2577
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11402 Torrey Pines Road
La Jolla
(619) 456-2577
READER'S GUIDE TO RESTAURANTS

TULAMA
(215) 726-8836

LATE NIGHT

1451 Camino del Rio N"
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Soup and Salad Bar

$5.95

Tuesday-Saturday 5-10 pm

The perfect light evening meal after a day of business or travel.

Ideal for the Mission Valley or Fashion Valley shopper.
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Go For It!

Steak & Lobster
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Go for it! Go all the way! Steak & Lobster!
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or rice, vegetables, and
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Mother's Day Menu

1025 Prospect St. • La Jolla
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